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After Helsingius made it clear that he would not voluntarily reveal the identity of the user in question, he was
informed that the Finnish police were being contacted via Interpol. Some users value free speech so much that
they have no problems with the hatespeech which a minority of users profess in anonymous posts and emails.
References: CBS News. Schwartz, M. With this in mind, any restrictions on anonymity can be interpreted as a
proxy to facilitate state surveillance, which has a chilling effect on the free expression of information and
ideas. One relevant example of anonymity in the real world is the debate over Caller ID on telephones. If
anonymity service is a truly negative thing for the internet, it will eventually die out by itself from lack of use.
In these cases, we know the origins of the DDoS packets and the spam; they're from legitimate machines that
have been hacked. Rude, inappropriate and offensive emails and posts were present on the internet long before
anonymity servers were created. There's a huge gap between proving that a packet came from a particular
computer and that a packet was directed by a particular person. It also caused many users to publicly express
their support for Helsingius' policy of absolute anonymity. People would still use the Internet at public kiosks
and at friends' houses. This causes many delays or the loss of data. The most practical choice was made and
Helsingius intends to continue his anonymity service, but it will be interesting to see if any changes are made
in the penet. Legal issues US law does not specifically guarantee the right to anonymity, although it is
generally understood that anonymity in some form is protected under the First Amendment to the Constitution.
A well-known person may use a pseudonym to write messages, where the person does not want people's
preconception of the real author color their perception of the message. There has always, however, also been a
dark side of anonymity: â€” Anonymity can be used to protect a criminal performing many different crimes,
for example slander, distribution of child pornography, illegal threats, racial agitation, fraud, intentional
damage such as distribution of computer viruses, etc. The two men, using the pseudonyms "Poo Bear" and
"Wild One", lured two young boys to their home and forced them to commit sexual acts. Implementing an
Internet without anonymity is very difficult, and causes its own problems. He feels that it is "good to bring out
things like that in daylight because that actually allows you to In other words, there is a legal and social
process for imposing discipline. Additionally, the international scope of his service means that the concept of
illegal activities is not universal. State clearly what logging and monitoring is occuring. Extreme abuse and
illegal activity on the net is one of the most visible drawbacks to anonymity on the net. Sometimes the most
effective response is silence.


